
The RK-50SP is the workhorse of rivet nut
tools from Industrial Rivet and Fastener Company. It 
comes in a simple to use pull to pressure setup,
installing rivet nuts quickly and quietly with conveniently 
located adjustments. The RK-50SP also features a quick 
change nose piece design utilizing affordable 
replacement mandrels and components.

The Raw Facts: 
Model # RK-50SP
 Weight - 5.5 Lbs.

 2-3 second cycle time

 Quick change mandrel design

 Can install M4—M12 & #8—1/2" rivet nuts

 Push to start nose piece to spin on the fastener

Access control when you need it
The RK-50SP installs most standard rivet nuts made from 
aluminum, steel or stainless. The ability to adjust the 
pressure required for each nut size is easily done by the 
settings available on the bottom
of the tool. This also makes
them easily accessible for
ANY operator to modify.
Knowing that can be a
concern in these types of
tools, Industrial Rivet &
Fastener has made accomm-
-odations, allowing you to
setup the tool with the proper
pressure and then render the adjust-
-ments inaccessible to the operator on the production line.

Did we mention it’s affordable?
The RK-50SP is in a class of it's own with a capacity of 
up to 1/2" or M12 (nuts) with an affordability on par 
with buying two, less expensive and limited spin-spin 
tools. Due to its quick change mandrel design
utilizing affordable replacement components, you
won’t have to pay $50.00 for a mandrel ever again! 
It also features a unique modular motor assembly 
enabling the replacement of specific components 
when needed without replacing the entire housing 
as is necessary with other outdated tool designs.

The bottom line
The RK-50SP is a versatile tool for a wide array of 
applications. Whether building a simple fabrication 
for a point of sale display or a complex assembly, the 
RK-50SP from Industrial Rivet & Fastener can do the 
job. If you have an application where you think the 
RK-50SP would be a good fit, please contact us with 
the application details and we will walk through that 
process with you to make sure you're getting the
right tool for the right job. 

Ready?
Whether producing one off fabrications or running large production runs you 
should give the RK-50SP a serious look. The RK-50SP is one of the most
versatile, user friendly rivet nut tools available today. We look forward to 
hearing from you and sharing what this tool can do for your production levels.
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Industrial Rivet & Fastener Company is 
the exclusive manufacturer of Rivet 
King tools.

Each tool includes either an inch or 
metric mandrel/nose piece set.

Inch set includes: 8-32, 10-24, 10-32, 
1/4-20, 5/16-18 & 3/8-16

Metric set includes: M5, M6, M8 & 
M10
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